
Key Stage 3 – YEAR 8 DANCE 

Curriculum Map for Students  

 

 Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

Topic 

Overview 

Emancipation of Expressionism Free-Running Visual Stimulus 

Focus Students explore the professional urban dance 

work Emancipation of Expressionism by Kenrick 

‘H2O’ Sandy, which is also later studied as part of 

the Btec Dance course in Yr10. They are 

introduced to the themes of ‘connection/flow’ and 

‘empowerment’. They explore these theoretically 

through discussion and analysis of short video 

excerpts of the work, and practically by learning 

two taught phrases based on the themes of the 

work. Students are then required to create their 

own phrases of movement based on the 

professional work using contrasting dynamics, 

action/reaction as a relationship device, and the 

application of transitions to their dance. 

Throughout the unit there is a key focus on 

performance skills of musicality, timing and dynamic 

range.  

Students are introduced to the discipline of free-

running. They learn about the origins, conventions 

and visions of free running and parkour, considering 

how the two disciplines vary from each other. 

Students are then taught a duet sequence based on 

free-running. Students then extend and develop 

work for performance by creating their own 

sequence using the idea of ‘over, under, around and 

through’- considering how they can demonstrate 

these ideas through creative application of actions 

and relationships in a duet. They also use images to 

inspire further movement, and are encouraged to 

challenge themselves with the safe inclusion of lifts 

and contact work. 

 

Students use images from GCSE Dance set phrases as 

a starting point for Dance. They first of all recreate 

the images, challenging themselves with 

demonstrating the physical skills shown in the images. 

Then then select their preferred actions from the 

pictures and apply additional dance actions, 

transitions, formations, levels and varying directions 

as they formulate their own dance phrase. Students 

then learn about choreographic devices such as 

canon, mirroring and instrumentation, and apply these 

to develop their work further. Once students have 

their choreography created, the focus is then placed 

on demonstrating a variety of physical and 

interpretive skills to ensure a polished performance. 

 

Assessment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

AO1: Creating 

 

AO2: Performing 

Performance of E of E inspired dance. Students are 

assessed on the choreography and performance of 

the piece. 

 

AO3: Responding/Appreciating 

Verbal and written analysis of professional work, 

and written reflection on own work. 

 

AO2: Performing 

Final performance of free-running dance 

demonstrating energy and use of space. 

 

AO1: Creating 

Students are assessed on the choreography of their 

dance.  

 

AO2: Performing 

Final performance of visual stimulus choreography 

demonstrating application of physical and interpretive 

skills. 

 

AO1: Creating 

Students are assessed on the choreography of their 

dance, and the application of choreographic devices. 

 

AO3: Responding/Appreciating 

Review of choreographic and performance skills 

learnt.  

 

 


